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The Keepers of the Light is a congregation of Ascended Masters and divine beings that are

dedicated to the peace, healing, and nurturing of the world. These amazing masters transcend

religion and go beyond time Ã¢â‚¬â€œ they are here and willing to help all of those who call on

them. Ã‚Â  The new Keepers of the Light oracle card deck from Kyle Gray draws together 44

Ascended Masters, spiritual deities, and beings from many world traditions, and embraces spiritual

teachings from ancient to modern times. The deck balances male and female energies, and

includes traditional masters like Lord Buddha and Mother Mary, Earth-based deities like Gaia and

Cernunnos, and modern favorites like Sanat Kumara, Lady Venus, and Saint Germain. Ã‚Â  Each

card is beautifully hand drawn by visionary artist Lily Moses, who paints what she sees from a deep

meditative state. The deckÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s aim is to help spiritual seekers to develop their intuition and to

really start trusting the messages that spirit shares. Ã‚Â 
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Kyle Gray is now one of the most successful 'angel readers' in the UK. -- Psychologies magazine

The hottest name in spirituality! -- Soul & Spirit magazine Kyle Gray is an incredibly talented

medium and guide for a new generation of spiritual seekers and the already converted. -- Gabrielle

Bernstein, New York Times bestselling author of Miracles Now I adore Kyle Gray. He oozes divine

feminine. He is living proof that the feminine is rising in both men and women. -- Rebecca Campbell,

author of Light is the New Black I had full-bodied chills. Kyle Gray is the hottest, hippest medium



who translates the wisdom of the angels in the most loving and relatable way possible. I couldn't

recommend his brilliant spiritual gifts more. -- Meggan Watterson, author of 'Reveal' and 'How to

Love Yourself (And Sometimes Other People)' Kyle Gray is a natural down-to-earth psychic, I found

him to be startlingly accurate. He has a remarkable spiritual connection. -- David Hamilton PhD,

author of I Heart Me Kyle is the most grounded and practical Angel therapist I know. His down to

earth approach makes it easier to understand these amazing beings and his endearing familiarity

with them brings them to life like never before. Sometimes difficult terms and associations are

simplified but without losing the essence of their magic, a rare gift heaven sent. -- David Wells,

astrologist, psychic and author of Your Astrological Moon Sign & Past, Present & Future

Kyle Gray is one of the UK&#39;s youngest, most sought-after angel experts. He discovered his

spiritual connection at the tender age of four, when he communed with his deceased grandmother.

Since then, he has been blessed with a strong connection to the angels, who have guided him as

he developed his intuitive gifts. After years of hiding his abilities, Kyle was called to share the

angels&#39; incredible messages with the world. Now, Kyle dedicates his life to helping other

people embrace their spiritual gifts through his workshops, talks, and coaching. He is the author of

five books, including Wings of Forgiveness and Angels Whisper in my Ear, and an oracle card deck,

Angel Prayers. www.kylegray.co.uk Ã‚Â 

These are so beautiful....almost to beautiful to use. Along with their beauty comes deep wisdom. I

feel grateful to be drawn to them.

I knew what I was probably getting when I ordered these, which was a light, uplifting oracle deck. I

tend to favor more balance, but sometimes you just need something positive! What really surprised

me was the beautiful art work. This artist is talented. Kyle Gray does a great job matching the

messages to the Keeper. I love everything about this and I'm so glad I purchased it. Actually,

everything Kyle Gray puts out is lovely. I have two of his books and both of his decks. I much prefer

him over Doreen Virtue. His messages and his persona are just much more real.

Very nice art. Cards are printed on nice paper. Description book has good helpful information about

each card and about different possible spreads. I did the 7 card spread and each card had a helpful

lesson for me and synched very well with my life. I even got two big hints about how to over come

the obstacle in my path and be victorious over my own fears and limitations. I almost always have



synchs when using divination cards and this deck was no exception.

Artwork is very articulated according to association of Light Keeper. Message of cards suggests

uplifting personal inspiration. Thank You!

I love these cards, but I am a little disappointed that the ones I received did not have the shiny

golden trim that they seemed to have in other photos and review videos. Other than that, the

artwork is beautiful and overall I am happy I purchased them.

Very beautiful and uplifting deck.

These cards are beautiful.

My favorite deck! Not only are these cards beautiful, but I connect to them more than any other deck

I own.
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